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GM Notes:  

1) The combination of increasing rents, living costs and the growing diversity of routes 

into Further and Higher Education has resulted in growing numbers of part-time and 

commuting students dependent on a robust and cost-effective public transport system. 

2) The current state of affairs in municipal and city bus service delivery has consistently 

struggled to meet the needs of students and the public alike, in terms of affordability, 

availability and sustainability. 

3) Inadequate stakeholder engagement, and the lack of a coherent national framework 

for cooperation across key-decision makers, has led to a deficiency between service 

delivery, and the service user. 

GM Believes:   

1) Consultation done right produces gains; gains for bus companies, passengers and 

students alike. At present, communication with colleges, universities, student unions and the 

National Union of Students over service changes and fare increases is inadequate. 

2) Stakeholder engagement, particularly in communities where students have a large 

presence, is crucial is fostering trust and cooperation between service providers and service 

users. 

3) NUS, as a major policy interface which students depend on, has a role to play in 

national coordination of such consultation strategy. 

GM Resolves: 

1) For NUS UK, in partnership with student unions/associations and the devolved 

regions NUS (Northern Ireland, Scotland, and Wales), to develop general guidelines for 

student unions and associations to utilise in talks with bus companies on improving service 

and provision – whilst respecting tailored circumstances. 

2) On the national level, that NUS Officers lobby Westminster and the devolved 

assemblies and parliaments over the specific issue of bus provision for students, and the 

inconsistency of service quality and provision across the nation. 

3) To work with student unions, universities, colleges and bus companies to improve 

service quality and provision for students, and to ensure student representation and 

feedback is cultivated and acted upon. 

 

 


